 


turning a good idea into a great business
the beermat entrepreneur

You can’t write much on a beermat (or on a coaster, as we call them in America), and that’s what makes it a useful tool to help startups focus on their most important early challenges. In fact, according to Mike Southon and Chris West, authors of “The Beermat Entrepreneur,” there are only three things you need to write on one in order to begin testing your idea: an elevator pitch, the name of a mentor, and the name of your first customer. Subtitled “What You Really Need to Know to Turn a Good Idea into a Great Business,” the book’s directness in cutting through both conventional and arcane wisdom has made it a bestseller in Britain. At this Netpreneur Coffee & DoughNets event held September 18, 2002, the authors discussed getting to the root of a venture and how to grow it from sapling to mighty oak. 
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mary macpherson: introduction

Welcome to “Coffee & DoughNets Goes Late Night.” I'm Mary MacPherson, Executive Director of Netpreneur. We'd like to thank you for joining us. We've got a fun and informative program for you this evening. I see some of the props back here, so it may be a little more fun than even I had expected. 
	First a couple of quick items from our AdMarketing community. There was recently a discussion on what happens when entrepreneurs go out on their own, and, as a result of that conversation, a number of resources and pointers for Going Solo were collected that anyone contemplating that route will find useful. Also, the List of Reporters & Media Contacts maintained on our site by Wills & Associates has recently been updated. There you can find the names and contact information for journalists who cover the technology sector both locally and nationally.
	When we were first introduced to the Beermat Entrepreneurs, we didn't really know what a beermat was. We did some research and quickly figured it out. We also figured out that beermats don't really work in the morning for Coffee & DoughNets, so we thought that we would do something in the evening.
	We were introduced to Mike Southon and his co-author Chris West by our friends at Morgan, Lewis & Bockius. Dean Rutley and David Harvey had been doing some legal work in London and kept hearing about these Beermat Entrepreneur guys every time they turned around. They went out to meet them, and that is how they arrived here tonight.
	How many of you have half-read business books at home or in the office? The Beermat Entrepreneur is one book that you actually are very likely to finish. We're not here to shill the book, through. It isn't even published in the United States yet. For us, it’s only available right now through Amazon.com UK. That's why these guys are here today. Mike's experiences as a serial entrepreneur translate just fine across the pond, and there were three things we learned as we got to know them that made us think that they had something to offer the Netpreneur community. First, they're talking to aspiring entrepreneurs about what happens at the earliest stages of this process. Second, you'll leave with practical experience which we think you'll be able to use right away. That is always one of our goals when we put these programs together. Third, we found that some of the stories about what goes wrong provide more valuable lessons than what goes right. 
	Finally, these guys are not only good, they're very funny. There's this disco theme going on here that I don't quite understand. You see the lava lamps. Apparently Mike has this alter ego that is a '60's rock star named Mike Fab-Gere. Only some of us remember the '60s, so we'll see how it hits. 
	Before we get started, I would like to thank our volunteers today, Harish Bhatt of SingleSignOn.Net, Dorothy Camer of Car Free Mobility, and Fred Kelly of HiTek Solutions. Thank you so much for helping to pull this event together. I would also like to thank the Netpreneur team, this time with special thanks to Ben Martin and Fran Witzel who worked with our speakers, and to Lin Plummer, Ann Slaski, and Neil Oatley who make it all happen. Thanks to Mario Morino as well, who is here with us tonight.
	Without further ado, let me introduce Mike and Chris.


mike southon & chris west: the beermat entrepreneurs

Mr. Southon: So, are you all entrepreneurs? Yes? Hands up for the entrepreneurs here. Excellent. Did you read USA Today today? Well, I'll read you the best bits. It says "Entrepreneurial Spirit Suffering." It says, "For the first time in more than 50 years, entrepreneurs are failing to lead the United States out of recession, government data suggests."
	Are we going to let that happen? I thought not.
	Well, we're from Great Britain, as you can probably tell from our accents, and I actually bring a personal message from Her Majesty the Queen. She does understand you are upset about the tea thing and she's willing to talk to you about it. She's not too late, is she? Actually, I've got a more serious one which is about weapons of mass destruction. This is from Tony Blair, our Prime Minister. He is willing to withdraw unilaterally Sarah Ferguson from the Weight Watchers program if you will withdraw Jerry Springer from our television sets. Okay? Is that a deal? Although, do remember, this is not a sign of weakness by Her Majesty's government. We invented the Spice Girls and we can do it again. 
	Getting on to the subject matter, we're so chuffed—as we say in England—so delighted to be here back in the States again. I've been coming here for about 20 years. I lived in Boston for a year and a half and I always had a fantastic time here. This is our first big gig in the USA, so I hope you're not going to be too hard on us. We're obviously here to plug our book, but, since it's not actually available in the US, it's a limited thing. 
	How is it that we British people can tell you Americans anything about entrepreneurship? Oh, dear. Tough audience. It's going to be a bit like the Beatles standing up at Shea Stadium and playing Chuck Berry tunes for the Americans. But there is one thing we British do better than you Americans, and I'll explain what that is.
	How many people have been to Britain? A good number of people. If you come to London, what is the most important place you must visit? The pub. You've got it. If there's one thing we British are better at than you Americans, it's going down the pub. If we're entrepreneurs in the UK, what we do when we go down the pub is we get out a beermat. This is a beermat. I think you call it a coaster. This one is sponsored by our sponsors, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, who very kindly have flown us over here to speak to you, do some things with Netpreneur, provide beermats, and so on. A big hand for Morgan Lewis. They're actually nice lawyers, which is a bit of an oxymoron. Rather like “mature students” or “British cuisine.”
	Anyway, entrepreneurship. I'll take you down the pub. We're now back in 1983. I can tell you what happened to me, and, hopefully, there are some things here which will be of use to you. It's 1983 and I'm sitting in a pub called the Lyric Tavern in London in Great Windmill Street. I'm buying drinks because I'm really happy to have just gotten a big commission check. At the time I was working for a recruitment company that used to put people in the computer field, but they also did training, bizarrely, and they used to do training in the Unix operating system. I used to sell this stuff and I was really good at it. I used to do it like this. I used to say, “Hello, would you like training in the Unix operating system and in the C programming language? You would like 20?” Oh, what a great salesman I was. Big commission check. I was buying drinks for the poor guy that was actually going to give the courses, a technical guy, one of the original Unix wizards. He was a former computer science lecturer, and he was a bit grumpy, but I was buying him beers, so it wasn't too bad. 
	There was a third guy there, the person who was the original beermat entrepreneur, a gentleman named Peter Griffiths. He had several degrees in economics and computer science and whatever. He lectured in Unix and C, but his comment was, “Why are we working for these morons? Why don't we start our own company?” We got out a beermat and started writing on it. We got some ideas down and, a month later, we had our own company. There were three of us in a basement. That first morning I sold ₤20,000—about $30,000—worth of training to Phillips in Sweden. We got the money up front, then we wrote the course. Five years later, there were 150 of us here in the US and in the UK. We opened up an office in Boston, then we got the proverbial offer you can't refuse—not from the Mafia—but from somebody similar, Cap Gemini, a large service organization. They just waved money at us and we said, “Oh, great, money.” We sold our company, and then I had a very interesting experience. We had to get all of our staff, as many as we could find, into a room above a pub again. We said, “There's going to be a big announcement, here it is: We've just sold our company to this guy, Jeff Unwin, CEO of Cap Gemini.”
	There was a gasp. It was like announcing a bereavement. Although we explained intellectually why we did it and that it was a great thing—10 years later everybody agrees it was a great acquisition for both sides—it was a bereavement at the time. We had killed our company. A week later I would have given the money back. You probably think I'm making this bit up, but I would have done it because I felt guilty. Not about the money, but about the fact that we killed the company. Anyway, I had to do it. I couldn't just take the money and run, so I did two more years. Then I did some crazy stuff. I started getting calls from all my old friends saying, “Can you help me with my startups?” I thought, sure. 
	Since then, I've done eight or nine startups. I've lost count. Some were helping a friend out for six months with a bit of sales, because that's what I do. Others were very serious. There were two public companies, one you might have heard of, Micromuse, and RiverSoft. I saw everything, good and bad, about startups. All the while I've been lecturing at City University Business School to the MBA students there, and I've been telling them all these stories about startups. The older MBAs, people like yourselves who have been around the block a few times, said, “That's the truth. You don't read that in the textbooks.” I thought, “Great, I'll write a book.”
	Here's my first top tip of the day: If you want to write a book, get a writer. Fortunately for me, my best friend at school was Mr. Chris West. Chris West is a writer. He writes novels; he writes travel books; he writes counseling books. All sorts of good stuff. I asked Chris, “Chris, is there a book in all of this?”

Mr. West: Yes. And here it is, The Beermat Entrepreneur. It's not available in the States at the moment, but it will be. What's been fun about this book is that since it came out, we've been in the Amazon.com charts in the UK and we've had loads of emails from lots and lots and lots of entrepreneurs. We always reply to them, and we try to meet as many as we can. We've now been six months listening to people, talking to them, hearing their stories, hearing their problems, and trying to help out wherever we can. Based on the book and on what we've heard from the people we've talked to, we have constructed a model which we think is very useful for entrepreneurs at any stage in their business. This is what we're going to present today. 

Mr. Southon: The book is not my life story, which would have been sort of interesting maybe to me and my mother. It's all my weird experiences over the years distilled down into what Chris said, a methodology for testing ideas—from the good idea in the pub, step by step, all the way through to world domination, which is sort of a good thing in business terms. Or, if it's a bad idea, we find out early and we go back to the pub, get another beermat, and start writing again. If there's one thing that characterizes you entrepreneurs it’s that you've got loads of ideas, haven't you? In fact, while you've been sitting here, you've been thinking of three more business ideas. There are plenty of ideas out there. The question is, which ones are going to succeed? Hopefully, the book will give you a methodology for testing them, bit by bit by bit. We're going to go through that. Let's start with entrepreneurs. 
	You're all entrepreneurs, yes? Pretty well. Great. Now, when we refer to entrepreneurs this evening, we are talking about other entrepreneurs, not you people here who are clearly saintly and have no foibles at all. 
	Well, let's talk about entrepreneurs. What are entrepreneurs like? Full of good ideas? Agree with that? Ambitious? Yeah. Confident? Charismatic? A bit like me, really—good-looking, intelligent, virile, all that kind of good stuff. Entrepreneurs are fantastic, aren't they, Chris?

Mr. West: Sort of. Entrepreneurs can be arrogant, manipulative, and they never finish anything. You've probably been in a bar or a pub with an entrepreneur. They've had seven brilliant ideas while you were going up and getting the drinks. A big problem with entrepreneurs is that they cannot focus. “Great idea, let's do this!” The next morning they appear in the office, “I've got an even better idea.” At lunchtime: “No, no, we'll do this instead. We'll do the original one, actually. We'll do it slightly different.” Et cetera, et cetera, on and on it goes. 
	What do you do? This is a big problem. You've got good sides to entrepreneurs and bad sides. You can't have one without the other because we're talking about human beings here, not saints. If people are confident, they're going to be arrogant sometimes. If people have bright ideas, they're going to have lots of bright ideas. If people are charismatic—and it's very important to be charismatic—they're going to manipulate people. These are counterproductive things. So, here's a problem to start off with. In the entrepreneurs we meet, we see this again and again and again. What is the solution?

Mr. Southon: Yes. And, again, we're talking about other entrepreneurs, not you people who have no problem with focus or arrogance, do you? No. Hopefully you'll have a look through the book one day and you'll see the bit on entrepreneurs, and you'll say, “Yeah, that's me in there.” There's a good side and perhaps a bad side as well, a yin and a yang, both sides of it, and both are vital for the entrepreneur. An entrepreneur who doesn't realize this is going to get into trouble.
	What the entrepreneur must realize, and this is our first real tip for you today, is that you need to surround yourself with the right team. These are very particular people that we call “cornerstones,” individuals who have just as much enthusiasm about the idea as the entrepreneurs have. They're just as keen to see it a huge success, and they have a specific technical skill which adds value to the whole proceedings. For example, my background is sales. I'm actually not an entrepreneur; I'm not a builder. I work with entrepreneurs. I'm a sales cornerstone. Somebody will have a great idea and I'll say, “That sounds great, let me go and talk to a customer and get some money out of them.” That's what I do. I qualify accounts. I bring in money. That's what salespeople do. 
	One of the most important cornerstones you need early on is the sales cornerstone. In fact, when we speak to entrepreneurs, the biggest lack we see out there is sales cornerstones. Think about your organization—we'll come to actual sales a bit later—but think: Do you have a sales cornerstone in your organization?
	There are other cornerstones. There are delivery cornerstones, finance cornerstones, maybe research cornerstones. Cornerstones are vital people. They're the people you don't read about in the other entrepreneurship books. A lot of books talk about how fantastic entrepreneurs are, Richard Branson and people like that. He's a British guy, so I'll mention him. There are no cornerstones mentioned in them, or hardly at all. They are just as important. 
	We have a model of five people, one entrepreneur and four cornerstones. Five is a magic number for us, and I'll explain why.
	You don't need all the cornerstones from day one. Maybe there are two or three of you in the pub, but, eventually, you'll have one entrepreneur and four cornerstones. One person on their own, a lone entrepreneur, will probably fail because he or she doesn't have any backup. Two people have a dynamic like a marriage, and marriages can go, well, badly. Sometimes people actually are married as well, which is a bit scary. Two people are like a marriage—you can fall out, it can be like a divorce, and it can be very painful. Three people are a marriage and an outsider, as you might have heard my friend the Princess of Wales once say. Four people are two marriages. Five people are a critical mass. What we found at my company was that there was the original beermat entrepreneur, Pete, who was the visionary entrepreneur; there was Mike Fanahan, the technical guy; I was the sales guy; we had a fourth technical guy, a different kind of technical guy; and a finance cornerstone, who was actually Pete's brother. There were five of us. 
	Now, if you walked into my company, The Instruction Set, after about six months, you would have thought, “Pete and Dave are the two brothers, they probably own the company because they're making all the decisions around here while Mike is off selling and the technical guys are off doing technical stuff.” Yeah, day-to-day they owned the company, but, relatively, they only had 20% each. When we came to meetings in which we talked about the really serious stuff beyond the color of the photocopier, the really strategic stuff, we each had an equal say. No one person could bully the others. 
	When we go back to the entrepreneurs—not you, the other entrepreneurs we've met who are arrogant, manipulative bullies, like Pete was a little bit—they can bully everybody else if they've got 80% of the company. They can come back from the pub saying, “Oh, software? Forget it. It's now this technology. That's what we're doing because I met a bloke in a pub and I'm right, of course. I'm right because I own 80%. If you don't like it, you're fired.” This is what we're trying to avoid. Share out the ownership and get the cornerstones you need—sales cornerstones, finance cornerstones. Without them, the entrepreneur will fail. 
	Do you agree with that? 

Mr. West: Absolutely. Absolutely. 

Mr. Southon: Let's step back. You've got a great idea, you've got maybe one or two cornerstones from day one, maybe a salesperson and a delivery person. You’d better get down to the pub, yes? So, here we are in the mythical pub and you're sitting there writing on your beermats. What are you going to write? Essentially, here's your beermat on the front cover of the book, which will be available in the States sometime. It’s the three things you need to write on your beermat.
	First of all, Chris, it’s the elevator pitch. 

Mr. West: The elevator pitch. We would have to explain this in England because we have to start off with telling people what an elevator is.

Mr. Southon: A lift, actually.

Mr. West: We don't have elevators, we have “lifts.” 
	What is the elevator pitch of your business? What's the point of it? What's your differentiator? That sounds easy. When we meet entrepreneurs, we ask them, “What is your elevator pitch?” They start telling us and, 10 minutes later, they're still telling us. Twenty minutes, and it goes on and on and on.
	No.
	The elevator pitch we want to hear is one that has two sentences in it: the premise and the endorsement. The premise is what you do, what's special about your company, why people are going to come to you rather than somebody else. In one sentence, what you are delivering. It's the vision that drives the company through, and it's going to be the vision that you give to the staff. It's the vision that the cornerstones are going to say yes to: “I want to work with this guy because that's what I want to do.” It's got to be distilled down. We hear so often people go on and on: “We've got this and we've got that, and we're going to do this and all that.” People have lost interest by that time.
	One sentence, the premise. Then the endorsement, which is the proof that follows. You say you're going to do that? Well, show me some sign that you're serious. It could be someone senior in a big company who has taken an interest in you; you've done a deal with somebody, some kind of proof. A premise and endorsement, that’s the elevator pitch, the beermat elevator pitch. 

Mr. Southon: This is great pub work, distilling your idea into literally two sentences only. I've heard some elevator pitches that went on so long I lost the will to live. Remember what the idea of an elevator pitch is. You get into an elevator with Bill Gates and his flunkies press “7.” You've got 20 seconds to pitch him with two sentences. All you're trying to earn with your elevator pitch is another 15 minutes with his people. You're not telling him every feature of your product. The main benefit is some kind of proof. He probably still thinks you're mad, but you've got some sort of collateral that goes with it, something that opens the door for you. Don't assume that the lift will get stuck for you after five floors so you can explain it to him for two hours. Two sentences, and really interesting. 
	That's the first thing. The second thing it says here on the book is “mentor.” We all know what a mentor is. If you don't have a mentor in your business, go and find one. I'll tell you a little bit of some mentoring stories from the UK. I'll tell you a general one, then I'll tell you about my personal one. 
	I think we all understand the need for a mentor, a senior person who gets your idea, likes you, you like them, who offers you sensible advice, and opens doors for you. An excellent person to have on board. Maybe they'll become your non-executive chairman, as we say in the UK, somebody who adds value to your advisory board. There's an organization in the UK called The Prince's Trust. This is a charity which was started by Prince Charles. I don't know much about Prince Charles, but he's a charming man and he's waiting for his mother to die because then he gets to be King. It may be some time, judging from his grandmother; it could be another 30 years. So, what does he do all day long? I'm sure he does the normal thing that royalty does—we won't go there—but 26 years ago he started a thing called The Prince's Trust. The idea behind The Prince's Trust is that if you're someone between 14 and 30 and you've been turned down everywhere else, you can potentially get a loan of about $5,000 from The Prince's Trust. They are on the side of “give them the money.” I've been there because I did some work with them. In fact, the book in the UK gives a royalty to The Prince's Trust from every copy. 
	What The Prince's Trust says is that if you're successful in your application, before you get your money, let's sort you off a mentor, somebody like myself, a gray-haired guy with a bit of experience. I've got this fantastic guy that I'm working with. He's called my “client.” I'm his mentor, he's my client. He's a cartoonist. He could be sitting here and would dream up caricatures of everybody. How much talent has this guy got? I wish I could do it. You see his stuff and you think, “Cool. That's really good.” He does celebrities, he does everything.
	He was turned down everywhere.
	The only advice I gave him was not rocket science. It was not how to split the atom or invent a drug that cures cancer. It was, “You're really good, keep going. Let me do a little bit of email, send one of your caricatures out to somebody.” We did an event for Morgan Lewis in London. He sat there doing caricatures and people loved it. It's all motivational stuff.
	The Prince's Trust has a very, very interesting statistic. They see how many of their businesses are still going after three years. Now, the banks in the UK—and we all love banks, don't we?—they cherry pick the people they want to lend money to, then they take your house away if they don't like you. Good old banks. They reckon that 40% of their businesses are still going after three years, which is not bad. Startup businesses are a risky environment. At The Prince's Trust, 60% are still going in three years. These are people, remember, who have been turned down everywhere. Yes, good job.
	We're keen on The Prince's Trust because mentoring works and it will work for all of your businesses. If you don't have a mentor, get one immediately. Remember, this is your first sales call, finding a senior person who likes you and you like them—a key part of a sale—someone likes your idea and wants to give you a chance, wants to get involved, thinks it's fun. He's not looking at you thinking, “I'm going to make millions out of this person.” He’s just thinking, “I would like to help somebody, and yes, that's nice. I don't have to do it everyday, I could give some good advice and be really, really useful.”
	I'll tell you the story of my mentor. He is a saintly gentleman that if you every come to London, I hope you get to meet. He's a chap called Sir Campbell Fraser and he's 79 years old. He's a retired man. He's been Chairman of the Dunlop tire company, Scottish television, and Tandem, the computer people. He's been around. He's been there and done it.
	I met him when I went to work for startup RiverSoft. When I joined RiverSoft there were eight programmers and me, so I was number nine, head of sales. I arrived on the first day and there was a silver-haired gentlemen who sat at the boardroom table. I thought, “It's somebody's dad.”
	“Would you like a cup of tea?,” I asked.
	He said, “Aye, I'll have a cup of tea, laddy.”
	He was from Scotland, so, if my accent wanders around from the Atlantic down towards South Africa, you'll understand. So he says, “Aye, laddy, who are you?”
	I said, “I'm Mike. I'm in charge of sales, Sir Campbell.”
	He said, “Aye, I'm the Chairman. What is it we sell here?”
	I said, “It is a complex IP network management product which drills down through the . . .”
	“Stop.”
	He said, “Stop. Explain it to me again, laddy, this time so I understand it.”
	So, I spent like four months explaining it to him. Actually, explaining it to myself, to be honest. Eventually, I managed to explain it in two sentences. It was a product that found faults in networks automatically. 
	“Good God, laddy, who would buy such a thing?”
	I said, “Oh a telco.”
	“What's a telco, laddy?”
	“A telecommunications company, Sir Campbell.”
	“Like British Telecom, do you think?”
	“Exactly. Yeah, yeah, you've got it.”
	“Wait there, laddy.” He dialed the phone. “Hello, British Telecom? Chairman's office, please. Aye, Campbell here. I've got a laddy that wants to speak to you. Could you help me speak to BT Labs? Thank you. Good-bye.”
	He opened the door and we got into BT Labs, which is our equivalent of your Bell Labs. That is who he is. Ian Vallence, the chairman, knew who he was and trusted his judgment enough to at least give us 15 minutes. He opened doors for us.
	Find yourself a mentor. 
	In the book we put a methodology together about how to approach people who are potential mentors. I guess a little tip would be: Don't go for the well-known people because they must get 100 emails a day. Be charming, go through their personal system, if they have one, explain why you want them to be your mentor, and just work at it. If you can't find one, keep trying. 

Mr. West: A lot of very good mentors come from big corporations. They're on the board. Senior people in big corporations, not famous entrepreneurs. Don't go phoning up Bill Gates or someone like him because he gets lots of people ringing him up. Or Richard Branson. Sir Campbell was a professional businessman, on the boards of big companies. Big company people make great mentors. Very often your potential customers are going to be big companies, so somebody who moves in that environment will be more likely to open the doors for you. If you have an entrepreneur mate who is a mentor, you sit around discussing ideas all evening. That's not what the mentor is there for. He or she is there to give you advice and open the doors. Look around the corporate world. You may not want to work in the corporate world, but there are people in there who can really help you. 

Mr. Southon: The day I knew we had a good book was when I sent a manuscript to Campbell and he said, “Aye, I'll have lunch with you.” We had lunch and I sat there quaking because, to be honest, in the past he'd seen some documents I'd produced before, such as board reports, and, in the nicest possible way, he tore them to shreds. “You'll be laughed at if you say that, laddy.”
	So, I was quaking when he was going through the book. He just went, tick, tick, tick, all the way down. He didn't like some of Chris' English, which was a bit contemporary, but I knew I had the confidence to take the book to publishers when I knew that Campbell liked it. I trusted his judgment. 
	Okay, so you've got your elevator pitch—two sentences. You've got a mentor, hopefully, and you have no excuse for not finding one. You have no excuse for not getting a mentor. You're all educated people. A lot of you have been to college. You've got one degree of separation from pretty well anybody. If it were like a bunch of inner city kids we were talking to, that's tough, but, frankly, not for the people here. If you're good enough to get into the Hilton and not be thrown out, then you can find a mentor. Let's be honest. 
	So Chris, what's next? You've got an elevator pitch and a mentor. What else is on the front of our marvelous book which will soon be available here in the United States? 

Mr. West: Your first customer. 

Mr. Southon: Hooray.

Mr. West: Mike, you should talk about that. You're the salesman. 

Mr. Southon: Remember the dotcoms? Think of an idea, throw some MBAs in it, get some money, IPO, then get a customer. No, no. Get a customer first. We are still in the pub, remember? We haven't even started a company yet. The sales cornerstone is thinking, “That is really cool. I know somebody who would really be interested in that. Hopefully I'll come back with a customer.” 
	It doesn't matter if it's your next door neighbor for $10, at least you have a real customer, somebody who spent some real money on something from you. It may never be at the list price, but they've opened up their wallets and handed you some money. At two of the startups I worked for, I went out selling because it was a friend and I was helping them out. Fantastic technology. In fact, I was over here in Seattle talking to Corvis. All really cool people. They loved the technology. Did they want to dip into their pockets? No, not at all. It was fun, but they didn't have a need for it. They wanted to talk about it, but they didn't want to spend any money on it. 
	This is the first beermat test of your business. All of your ideas, I'm sure, are brilliant. I'm sure in your own minds people should be biting their right arms off to get this product from you. Ask them. “It's good, do you like it? Does it meet a need? Does the benefit meet a need? Will you give me some money now?” I know that this is hard for people who aren't salespeople. This is my own personal cross to bear, I always ask people for money, except in the street. Ask them for money. If they'll hand it over, you've got something. If they won't, you've got a problem. Maybe it's back to the pub to take out another beermat and start writing. 

Mr. West: It's one of the hardest things to do as an entrepreneur. I've done this myself. I've had an amazingly brilliant idea, but I couldn't sell it. Facing up to that fact and realizing that, for some reason, it's just not going to work, that's very hard, but that's what you've got to do. A lot of ideas out there are solutions in search of problems. I think that's a problem with a lot of entrepreneurs we meet. They've got wonderful solutions, and they're wandering around thinking, “Who can I sell this to?” That is backtrack logic. The best ideas are driven from the perception of a problem, then you go out and find a solution for it. 

Mr. Southon: Let's go back to selling, now. I'm a salesman. I admit it. Like they say at AA, “I'm an alcoholic.” No, I'm a salesman. Even worse. Salespeople tend to be despised, don't they? You've seen Glengarry Glen Ross or you've been sold something you didn't want. Or we're a bunch of sharp guys who just tell lies and con you into buying something. That isn't selling; certainly not beermat selling. It's certainly not the selling that you people need. You want somebody who speaks to customers, understands them, and meets needs with benefits. 
	One horrifying thing we discovered. We were lecturing to the London Business School. This is one of the top business schools in the world. All these bright, young MBA-potential people spent a fortune to be there. We were lecturing to them and we were talking about sales. Chris suddenly said, “Wait a minute. How many of you have actually been on sales training?” Do you know the answer? Zero. How frightening is that? I'm sure if we went to Harvard or Cornell or anywhere else we would hear the same thing. That’s because selling is a bit dirty, isn't it? It's all a bit distasteful. We don't even do business development because that's really nasty as well. I've got to wash my hands just talking about it now.
	Selling is what will make your company succeed. If you haven't got a salesperson on board, get one absolutely immediately. 
	All you entrepreneurs, of course, are great in a sales situation. Of course you are. It's your idea. You're enthusiastic about it, you want to tell people about it. Fantastic. Now get out of the room and let the salesman close it, because the other thing that entrepreneurs can't do is qualify. You'll tell your idea to anybody whether they've got money or not, let's be honest. You want a salesperson who qualifies people, finds their needs, gets you in to wave your arms about, gets you out, asks for the money, and closes. 
	That's your big beermat test. 

Mr. West: That is the single biggest problem with all the entrepreneurs we've met in the last six months; they have no sales cornerstone in their organization. That's why they're finding it difficult to get moving. 
	Where do you get a sales cornerstone? We tell people this and they say, “Well, I can't afford to pay a salesperson. These people are on $500,000 a year. I can't afford the fees of a top salesperson.”
	The good news is that you don't want that sort of salesperson anyhow. The big corporate sales type is not the right person for a small business. They are two very different sets of skills. Corporate sales is much more about activity levels, about management. The small business salesperson is much more about knocking on doors, getting people to talk to them, talking to people, listening to people. You want a person who is a good listener, who is a nice person, who is likable. Will Rogers said, “I never met a man I didn't like.” He could be a great salesperson. That's the sort of salesperson you want. 
	How do you find them? When you're looking for cornerstones of all kinds—delivery, technical, finance—the best place to look is among people you know. The most important thing in a small business is trust, team spirit. You're all in this together. You don't want somebody who has just left Oracle and is kindly letting you use their services for a mere $20,000 a week. You want someone you know and like and trust and who has got the sales feel, the sales approach. So, the place you look for your sales cornerstone is among people you know; the most likable person, someone who naturally builds people around them. A natural leader. A “bringer together” of people. That's selling for you. They can learn the skills quite easily. The right person can learn sales skills very easily; the wrong person can never learn them. I'd never be a good salesman. I haven't got that sort of charisma, but other people have and they can learn to be very good salespeople.
	Don't be put off by the fact that you haven't got a sales cornerstone and that they all look incredibly expensive. Build from the people you know. Try to find somebody, and you can strike gold among your acquaintances. 

Mr. Southon: It's the sort of person you knew at college who always had a posse around them, or, if you're getting a trip together, the person who can always round people up. Somebody who wakes up every morning and thinks, “Hooray, I'm going to make some new friends today.” Remember, these new friends will be your new customers. Again, being liked is the main attribute. Not perseverance or aggressiveness, or any of the other things that you read about in the books. It's being liked. 
	We've passed some serious beermat tests here. We've got an elevator pitch, we've got a mentor, and we've got the first customer. Order delivered, right? What we've got to do now is to get some venture capital money. Yes? Anybody here an actual venture capitalist? Hands up. Just one. All right. Now, when we're referring to venture capitalists from now on, we're referring to other venture capitalists, not you personally. Because, well, in England, we have a thing called pantomime which we always have at Christmas. Whenever the villain comes on in pantomime, the audience should hiss. So I'd like you to do that. When I say the words "venture capitalist," hiss. Not you, sir. 
	Now, I have to say that when we did the first draft of the book, we nearly called it "All Venture Capitalists Are Bastards Except for Him.” Why is that? Well, my personal experience with venture capitalists is appalling for all the reasons you've read about in the books and so on. I wrote all this down and I've got horror stories you would not believe. 
	When we sent the book out to all my entrepreneur chums and Chris' entrepreneur chums, we expected some of them to say, “Oh, come on, guys, venture capitalists are not that bad. My venture capitalist is really good, helps me out all the time, gets on the phone, comes in, this, that, and the other. Never forecloses, nothing like that at all.”
	Did they say that? No. 
	They said, “Nail the bastard and don't say it was us.”
	Why is there this problem between entrepreneurs and venture capitalists? Except for this gentleman here. In the UK entrepreneurs hate venture capitalists. Why? The theory of venture capital is that it's risk money, isn't it, sir? It's taking a risk on an unknown company. Maybe it's a bit odd, maybe it doesn't work, but at least you're having fun. That's the main thing. Well, there's a misplace of expectations, generally, between entrepreneurs—people like you who want to change the world—and venture capitalists who want 20 times their investment immediately. But not this gentleman. 
	What's the problem here? The answer is that the entrepreneur wants to change the world and has these delusions about how to run the company. If you speak to venture capitalists, they've got lots of bad stories to tell about entrepreneurs. We are on a mission to try and fix this. We'll come on to what you should do when you do meet the venture capitalists later, but, right now, let’s say you're just about to start your business. It's a great idea. You sold one and you'll sell another thousand. It's clearly a great product or service. We say, don't even talk to the venture capitalist yet because it will all go “pear-shaped,” as we say in England. It will all go wrong. 
	What you must do is grow your company organically from revenue. We're back to revenue here. We're back to selling. Grow it from revenue. The company that I co-founded, The Instruction Set, we grew from three of us to 150 people completely out of revenue, no external capital at all. Okay, it was a service business so it was a bit easier than a product company, but get it in your mind that the last place you want to go at this stage is to the venture capitalist.
	We actually listed the sources of finance in the book.

Mr. West: We did indeed, yes. The number one source, obviously, is your own money. Another thing USA Today said, I recall, is that most people start off their credit cards. One of the problems they're having now is that most people are heavily in debt and they can't do that any longer. 
	We say that you ought to start with money you can afford to lose, but, if you're really well into the idea and you know it's going to work, then your own money is the best starting point. Also, there are grants. Grants in England tend to be done nationally. In America, from what we're hearing, it's much more done on a state-by-state basis. That's a slight difference, but there are bodies to appeal to for grant money. 
	Then, our favorite, is revenue. This is why we recommend having the sales cornerstone in there early. Get them out selling. It's no use this old dotcom model of have an idea, throw a lot of money at it, then see if anybody wants to buy it. It's no good. Get selling first. Find what people will pay for. The model may change a little bit, the product may change a bit. We're selling these green widgets and what everybody wants is lava lamps because they're groovy and modern. You may have to change, not totally, but a little bit. You'll find the product migrating towards what people actually want, but you only do that with a salesperson and getting people to write checks. Those checks are signals in the market about what it actually wants, rather than what you think they want. They are the lifeblood of your company because they're cash. They're real money coming into your business, and that's the best way to fund the company. It's telling you that you're doing it right, and it's paying the bills. How good is that? 

Mr. Southon: After that, we talk about angels. You're all familiar with angels. We divide angels up into two types. There are bad angels, which are down on the list, people who are just like many venture capitalists. They only want 20 times their money, and they're not as big as venture capitalists, so what's the point, really? All they're after is a quick buck, frankly.
	We like what we call enthusiastic angels. These are people you might want to pitch in a slightly different way than you think. You're probably thinking that angels are only interested in money. Not the good, enthusiastic angels. They are after fun. This is fun money for them. They want to do cool, neat, and interesting stuff with cool, neat, and interesting people like you. Pitch them on fun. Sure, if it all goes well we'll make lots of money and so on because it's a great idea, but the reason you, sir or madam angel, want to get involved is because you like us, you like our idea, and you want to hang out with us. Not every day, but you want to come down when you feel like it, add some good advice, open some doors, do a lot of mentoring, and have fun. Put a bit of money into this thing because we all reckon it's going to work, and, hopefully, if you read that brilliant book, The Beermat Entrepreneur, we've got a methodology to see it works. We'll all have fun. But if it all dies because of the market or because of something we couldn't work out, at least we've had fun, haven't we? The angel thinks, “Yeah, I put $100,000 into that, but I had more than $100,000 worth of fun.”
	Our advice, when you speak to angels, is pitch them on fun. I'll give you a good example of an entrepreneur we're dealing with in the UK who comes out of Southbank University, which is very strong on manufacturing. This guy, Robert "Eddie" Edwards, has invented a hover board. This is Back to the Future. It's a mini-hovercraft, this thing. It's a bit noisy, but it works.
	There is no market for this thing. I can't really do market research on how to get 6% of the hover board market in the Soviet Union. No, this is a cool thing, so we're just getting angels in who think, “That’s so cool. Where's my checkbook? I want one of these first.” We all know those people. Aren't they great? 
	For good angels, $50,000 is money that they want to have fun with. They don't want to go to Las Vegas and put it on black, but they want to have fun. There's nothing more fun, as we'll say again later, than getting involved with enthusiastic, fun entrepreneurs with neat ideas doing cool stuff.

Mr. West: A friend of mine has a music publishing company. They were running short of money, and he was trying to get funding. It was an absolute nightmare until he met someone who was into jazz and had a lot of money. They're now working together and the company is flourishing because the angel just loves the company, what it does, what it stands for, and what it's trying to achieve. He also has a lot of business knowledge and a lot of contacts.
	Another source of money could be the mentor himself or herself. This is very much around the mentoring area. It's a great source of funds if it's right, if it's fun. 

Mr. Southon: In the book we list various sources of revenue. The one we want you to keep in mind is revenue, revenue, revenue. Among sources of funding, revenue is the most important. Do it out of revenue if you possibly can. 
	Just to do the final twist on the old venture capitalists, we put venture capital at number nine in the list. At number 10 is the Mafia, although some people argue it should be the other way around. I did read something on the BBC website about an Italian-American called Joey "Bananas" Bonano who claimed that he was not in the Mafia, it never existed, and that he was a venture capitalist, so I rest my case. 
	Okay, we're going to grow from revenue. We're going to get some good sales cornerstones on board, we're going to start growing it up. What do we do next, Chris? I've got another big order. Here's another million dollars. What are we going to do?

Mr. West: Splendid. Take on people. You've got five of you, you're the team. You're the core of it, but you're going to start taking on more people and the team is going to change. Hopefully, you're going to give them some kind of very small stake in the company, but the basic point is that they're not part of the core team any longer. They're still very special people, and one of the points we make in the book over and over again is that growing a company is about picking the right people at the right time. You started off with the entrepreneur, then you got the cornerstones who are half entrepreneur and half seasoned professionals, now you're taking on people who are younger—at heart, anyway—not as experienced or knowledgeable as cornerstones. What they've got in spades is enthusiasm. They're just up for it. They'll do anything. We call these people “the dream team” because they're very like a sports team. They're enthusiastic. They come into work because they enjoy it. They still want the money and they want to learn, but the main thing is that this is an exciting experience for them. It's a buzz. It's a great place to work. 
	That's the sort of person you need to be taking on once you've got the five of you, the core team. You're beginning to take on people to start delivering the orders, perhaps take on another salesperson. The company is beginning to grow and you're filling it with these great people. Maybe later on they'll be cornerstones, or maybe they'll be entrepreneurs. They're cutting their teeth to become entrepreneurs. They're great people and we love them. They're essential to your company. Cherish them when you get them, because they're pure gold. 

Mr. Southon: Remember that the main attribute of the dream team person is that they get stuff done. They don't know the best possible way because they're a little bit inexperienced, but they get stuff done. They're not the breed of people you find in large organizations who have 57 reasons why they can't do something—“that's not the way we do it, that's not my job, this, that, and the other.” You can't have anybody like that in a growing organization, in a beermat group. They have to be dream team people who get stuff done. You've all seen them, people who get stuff done, and you’ve seen people who find excuses not to. I think you know where we're coming from.
	As Chris says, people issues are paramount. We had a long discussion earlier this afternoon about using your intuition. Your cornerstones are probably your friends or one degree separated from your friends. When people come in and you really like them, you feel like they can get stuff done, potentially you can hire them. Sure, they may screw up; they're inexperienced, they're young, but at least they had a try. The one thing you must not do is start giving them a hard time because they made a mistake. If they do it two or three times, maybe so, but the first time, at least you had a go at fixing it. Don't worry, get it better next time. 
	The sort of dream team people I used to like were the ones who, when I would go out of the office then come back, would say, “Oh, Mike, while you were away there was a leak, the photocopier caught fire, and a customer called up asking for some stuff from a technical person. I've dealt with it all. Not brilliantly, maybe, but I've put the fire out, I've fixed the leak, and the customer, well, I didn't know what I was talking about, but I think he's happy.” Great. The customer didn’t get somebody who said, “I'm not in sales, I can't speak to you. Goodbye.” You ask, “Did you get the phone number?” And they say, “No, that's not my job. I'm in charge of the radiators.”
	The analogy of the sports team we go into quite a bit in the book. I had the experience of working in England for a gentleman called Will Carling. He was England's most successful rugby captain. Rugby is a sport. It's a bit like American football except without the padding, so it rather hurts. I used to play it years ago. Will is a sports person who will talk to business people about the analogies between business and sport. We like these analogies. We think they're better than the sort of warfare ones like Sun Tzu and Clauswitz. War is battle and death and misery and pain and whatever. We prefer “business is like sport.”
	You motivate dream team people just like a top sports team. Will was very, very interesting about this because he says a very, very simple thing about motivation. I'm sure that all of us, when we worked for large companies, came to work one morning not motivated. Had a bit to drink the night before, bit fed up, had an argument, whatever. You get to work and you think, “I'm really not here today, I'm just going to coast. Do a couple of emails, send a couple of letters, but I'll be better tomorrow.” We've all done it, haven't we? At least I have. So there's an issue with motivation. 
	But think about sports teams. Think about somebody putting on an England shirt or playing for the US Olympic team. Are they going to coast that day? Oh, no. They are desperate to succeed because there's no better motivation than having all your family and another 50 million people watching you on TV. They are desperate to succeed.
	But sometimes sports teams fail. Usually English teams, I have to say. The World Cup and whatever. Why do they fail? The reasons are complex. There's tactics, there's physiology, there's psychology, there are a million reasons and they're all very complex. All Will used to say about motivating a dream team like a sports team was that the best you can do as an entrepreneur or leader or manager is to create the best environment for them to succeed—the best coaches, the best equipment; and, in this case, the best fun. If your people are having the best fun, then they'll be the best motivated. If you're having trouble in your seedling businesses or sapling businesses—that’s what we call businesses in these stages—then it will be people issues that are the problem. Sales issues are one thing, but, if your people issues aren't happening, then your organization is beginning to crumble, so get your people issues right.
	Chris gives a very good hierarchy of needs about how to motivate a dream team. Things like security, quality of the environment, and office space are way down. Number one is peer respect. They're working for the best company in the world in their eyes. They're surrounded by the people they like the most. That's the number one thing. Salary is down there. Peer respect is the key thing. That's dream team people. Go out and find them.
	You'll grow your dream team to 5, 10, 15, 25 people. In the book we say that when you get to about 20 people there’s a warning, the red light is flashing. There's something I've noticed with raw startup companies. Up to about 20 people we were all friends. Everybody read everybody else's emails, it was cool. We went down the pub on a Friday because we're good at that. Everybody knew what everybody else was doing. Communication was great. 
	Suddenly, over about 25, almost overnight, it turns into a big company. Not a big company like Freddie Mac, but suddenly the communication begins to break down and it becomes too unwieldy. You complain about getting too many emails and people begin to get upset because you've started to hire the fourth category of person. Category one is the entrepreneur. Category two are the cornerstones. Category three is the dream team. Category four is employees. These are people who come to work at 9:00 in the morning and go home at 5:00. They're doing a job. They don't care that much about it. They want to do well, but, if the company goes down, they'll find something else. These people are despised by people who join companies early on because they're not as motivated. Why should they be? They probably don't have as big a stake. It's an interesting job, but not that interesting, and tensions arise. 
	Here's a top tip for you as you grow your company: When you get to 25 it's time for a big, big decision. Are you going to stay around this number of people, be what's called a boutique; a small business where your customers know you and love you? You don't really do much marketing. You know who your customers are. If one drops off, you get another one. You're happy. You're profitable. There's a good thing about the business: it's profitable every month. You're making money and everything is cool. Let's stay at 25 and not get into all that big, heavy, horrible stuff. 
	Or you may say, “Wait a minute. We're getting demand from outside.” Chris lists the factors in the book, such as you're getting demands from abroad and all sorts of weird stuff. You could potentially ramp up sales like crazy. Okay, what are we 20 going to do, people? Are we going to go for it, because that's really exciting, or not? If we go for it, remember, it will never be like this again, the 20 of us in a basement, all fun down the pub on a Friday or the pizza place or diner, whatever your preference is. It's going to be a big company. Is this what we really want? We're now going to start hiring employees. You know, marketing, human resources, professional managers, ex-AT&T people with Teflon hair who just do things in a boring, repetitive way. Managers. All those dull people that we entrepreneurs despise. We're going to have to hire them because we're a serious company now. We may not like them, but we're doing it because we all want to. It's a big decision point. 
	We call that big decision growing from sapling to mighty oak, becoming a big company. I know a lot of you people have worked in large companies who say, “Thirty people, 35 people, big company? That's ridiculous.”
	It isn't. I've seen companies begin to go really, really badly wrong about 30, 35, 40 when they stumbled across that magic invisible wall and didn't realize they were turning into a big company overnight. They had to put in this process that big companies have, reviews and all that kind of stuff. It’s a very important decision point. 

Mr. West: When you've made that decision, if you're a boutique, that's great. We know a lot of good companies that are still doing really well, great lifestyles for people, doing tremendous work with their customers. Things roll. But maybe you decide to grow. That's great. A great big company, hundreds of employees. What about the entrepreneur and the cornerstones? Cornerstones have been doing this probably for several years now. Five years, seven years, working very hard. Startups, as you know, are not easy. They're going to burn out. That happened to Michael. Perhaps you’d better tell the story.

Mr. Southon: Yeah. I reckon I'm a really good salesperson in a company up to about 80 people. I start taking on salespeople, I make it to about 80. A really good guy called Matt Munafo who used to work for me saw this firsthand. When it gets to about six or eight people that I'm looking after, I’m not doing selling but sales management, which I can do if I have to, but it's a different job. It's not knocking down doors and getting revenue, which is what I love to do, it's looking at spreadsheets all day long to predict what everybody's selling. It's a miserable job. I hate doing it. I'll do it if I have to for a bit, but I'd rather not. 
	That happened. I was worn out. I'd been working for several years doing the same thing. The company was getting too big for me. I was getting fed up with some of the things that were happening. I was beginning to burn out. Cornerstone burnout is something to watch out for almost from day one because you work these people hard and people who are great in a small company may not be so great in a large company. Things will really begin to bug them. In that particular case, fortunately, I went to Sir Campbell Fraser and he mentored me out of the company. We all ended as friends and it was great. I was lucky. A lot of cornerstones just burn out and they're just tossed aside by this large organization. Maybe the Teflon-headed men from AT&T fire them because they're not performing without understanding the history and the heritage. These people were there on day one. They deserve better treatment than that. The number one thing to watch out for is cornerstone burnout, because it may happen to some of you here. But more important than that . . .

Mr. West: The entrepreneurs. What's happened to them in this company? You know what we said about entrepreneurs—the crazy people, great, fun people, a little bit of a problem in the focus department sometimes, maybe arrogant, difficult. In a small company, that's fine. In a big company, they become a nightmare. They clash the whole time with these new business managers who are being brought in. They probably left a big company to start the enterprise, and they're starting all over again with all of these bloody managers. The entrepreneur is totally out of place and is getting in the way, actually damaging the company they created. The truth is, they're going to have to leave. 
	All of you entrepreneurs, I beg of you to consider this: When you're starting your businesses and going really well, bear in mind that at some point—it's a bit like parenting—at some point you've just got to move aside. You've got to let the company grow into a big company. 
	How do you do that in a way that is a win/win for everybody? It's very difficult. We know entrepreneurs who failed to do it and there were terrible boardroom battles. Of course, the company has gone public, the share price collapses because of this. Even if it's a private company, customers get to hear of it. It's bad news. This transition has to be managed. If you're wise and you're building up your businesses, be prepared for the moment when you have to step aside. It doesn't mean you have to sell your shares, it doesn't mean that you have to never be associated with the company again. You can be “Life President in Charge of Strategy” or something like that, but you have to be away from running things. If the entrepreneur won't go, this is the job for the cornerstones and for the mentor, who is still around, still helping. He or she has to take the entrepreneur to one side and tactfully say, “It's time to move on. You've done a brilliant job, but you're now getting in the way.” This is not very easy, but it's something you'll have to do. It's very important. 

Mr. Southon: One time when we all probably need to get rid of the entrepreneur is when it is time to talk to the venture capitalists. The last thing that this gentleman here wants to meet is the original founder of the company who is bitter, fed up, hates everybody, hates all the new employees, and just wants their money. This is a bad message to give to a venture capitalist, believe it or not. 
	Actually, I'll be nice about venture capitalists now. Maybe this is actually the time that you will go and talk to the venture capitalists because, if you follow the beermat model and it's worked out for you, you've been profitable maybe for five years, you've got a great team, you have an original CFO who begins to burn out, so you put them out to stud or whatever. You've got a great CFO, you've got a fantastic team walking into the VC, you've got a track record, and, if you're sensible, you've got a large law firm like Morgan Lewis on your side as well so they can argue with the bastards on their own terms. A VC will probably be happier to see a good company with a good team and a top quality law firm who speaks in the right sort of sense. At least then the bastards will only get 20% of your company when you do actually raise your money. 
	But the VC will be looking for some sort of exit route, an IPO, a trade sale, a public offering, selling your company, or something. This may be the worst possible news for the entrepreneur. I hated selling my company at the time. Obviously, I enjoyed the money. It made my misery a bit more comfortable, but we copped out. 
	I'm just reading a book called Dot Bomb, which is about all the British dotcom disasters. There are some good stories in it of entrepreneurs whose worst day was when they went public and realized there were a bunch of advisers and merchant bankers and banks and all these people making a fortune out of the IPO long before they did. I know one entrepreneur in England who ended up in a public company with 7% for himself and his wife, miserable because all everybody cared about was their stock price. Stock goes up, things are good; stock goes down, things are bad. It's institutions buying shares, nothing to do with the value of the company. It's the winds of the market. Then the share price collapsed, of course, with the dotcom collapse, so his shares were really worth nothing. Like many entrepreneurs, he thinks back fondly to the days when it was 10 people in a basement and it was all fun. That's the sort of fun that you guys are having.
	Our argument about this whole thing is: What is the point of all this? How do we know when we've won? What is the meaning of life?
	Would you like to know the meaning of life? Come on, you must want to know the meaning of life. Chris has a degree in philosophy, so we're going to work this out for you. 
	How do you know when you've won? What is winning all about? We've got nothing against capitalism. We wouldn't sit in Washington and deride capitalism, of course. The way you can tell a beermat business is doing well is that it is profitable every quarter. Every month, ideally. That's the way of keeping score. If you're profitable long enough, the entrepreneur suddenly looks up and says, “Oh, my gosh, we've got a million in the bank. I can afford a car. Isn't that great news?”
	If you're just doing it to pump your business up, make a fortune, and sell out as quickly as possible, I would argue that you may be morally bankrupt because you're just doing it for the money. If you're doing it for the money, you'll never be happy because either you're not making the money—you'll fail because you were just motivated by money, which makes you really miserable—or you'll make money, but you'll never have enough money. There's always more money to earn, isn't there?
	Who is the most miserable man in the world, do you think? People say Bill Gates. He's happy, I think. He's just had another baby. He's changed the way computing is done. Let's not argue whether Windows is a good product or not; that's a different discussion. When he started, he wanted a PC on everybody's desk and he's achieved that. He's got loads of money, he's trying to cure malaria. Good for him. In fact, the one time I saw him close up was about 1989 at a Boston Computer Society affair and he was doing the old Microsoft pitch from the stage. He hadn't shaved and he hadn't washed and he smelled a bit and he was unhappy doing it. He hadn't been trained like he is now. I thought, poor guy. I felt a bit sorry for him, which may be a bit condescending of me. Then I saw him about an hour later in a room like this one surrounded by technical people firing questions at him to try and catch him up. He was answering this question and that question and another question, and he was catching them out, happy as a pig in stuff. He was really, really happy. I think he's a happy guy. 
	No, there is one person really, really miserable, I think. That's Larry Ellison, the founder of Oracle. Worth billions, richer than you and I will ever be in our wildest dreams. He's got everything he wants except being richer than Bill Gates. 
	So, now what is the meaning of life? How do you know when you've won in all of this, Chris? 

Mr. West: You've built a great company. That's a great thing. That's a fantastic achievement. You've got a lot of money in the bank, you've got happy customers, you've got happy people around you in the company. You're putting something back as well. It's not just for you, you're putting something back into the rest of the world. I think that's very important, which is why we do this work with The Prince's Trust and that sort of thing. 

Mr. Southon: The Morino Institute, we don't know Mario Morino because we've never met him, but, as we understand it he's putting a heck of a lot back. He's made a lot of money, good for him, but he's in inner cities, entrepreneurs, whatever. It's really, really good stuff. 

Mr. West: That's what winning is, when you get big enough to put stuff back. 

Mr. Southon: Also, just to repeat something we said this afternoon, it’s being able to sleep at night. It's a myth that you have to go out and screw everybody to do well in business. The fact is, to use the technical term, that’s bull crap. The vision that you've got to get one over somebody else, that doesn't work. 
	I asked Sir Campbell Fraser an honest question. “In all your years of industry, have you ever screwed anybody in business?” He thought and he said, “Do you know? I have not.” I believed him. That man sleeps at night, and I'm sure he's going to go to Heaven. I hope he puts in a good word for me when he gets there. He's a saintly guy. 
	I'll give you a bit of personal experience. I was lucky enough to make money 10 years ago. We had a trade-sell. I was the right guy at the right time. Unix happened and I was with the right guys. I was really, really lucky. I had a check with seven figures. It did make my misery a bit more comfortable, of course, but it enabled me to do something that others wanted to do, which is, have you ever wanted to be a really big pop star? You know, one of these guys all the girls scream about? I do. Okay, I'm a bit strange. I do, so I worked out how to do it. I'll show you. It's really simple. Take this gentleman here. What has he got that I haven't got? A mustache. What I need is a mustache. You start off with the mastic glue here. For those of you who don't know about it, it's the glue that I've been sniffing for the last 10 years and it hasn't affected me at all. There's that. [He puts the glue above his upper lip.]
	Now I need a mustache. Here's a mustache here. These are the best mustaches you can get. They are handcrafted by Bolivian virgins. They're individually stitched. All these hairs were on somebody once. I wonder where. [He puts on the fake mustache.] Anyway, you stick it on and, oh, yeah, I'm looking rather cool. I think some of the ladies are getting a bit overexcited now. My glasses were a bit on the tentative side. These are business glasses. I mean, no offense, but I need some groovy glasses. I stole these from Graceland, from Elvis Presley's corpse. How about that? [He replaces his eyeglasses with large, glittery show glasses.]
	There you go, but there's still something wrong with this picture, isn't there? I'll show you what. What you all need is serious hair. [He puts on an enormous afro wig.] Now, this is serious hair. Let me put this on, put my glasses on, and I am now confused disco legend and '70s fashion guru Mike Fab-Gere, and I am the grooviest guy in the world.
	So what's all this about? It's very simple. We sold the company. I had some money. I thought, “I'm going to play in a band.” I used to play in a band with Chris, a swing band. I put together a pop '70s band, but, of course, I had money, so I put together the best band in the world. I just went to see my keyboard player. He's now in Deep Purple. I've lost him for about another six months because he's touring. I got my guitarist from Wishbone Ash, I got my bass player from Toya, who you've probably never heard of, but I've got all the best session players in London. I put this gear on and the flares. I've got the afro and I've got all the clothes that I've had made for me. I've got a 10-piece band. I've got a horn section, I've got girl singers. I've done just about every university in Europe by now, and I've done corporate events, bar mitzvahs, weddings, coming out parties, putting it back in parties. It's a laugh. I'm a silly man in a wig and we're doing “I Will Survive” and “Blame It on the Boogie” and “Honky Tonk Women.” I strut my funky stuff, I use it up, I wear it out, I get the funk out of my face, and I boogie on down. How much fun is this? If you saw me live with the band, you would think, he's a mad guy in a wig. 
	You get the point of this. This is fun and interesting because this is my hobby. It's a rather serious hobby. I toured for about six years solid. It was when I was getting a bit tired of touring that I went back to do startups, but I still do it. I did a wedding last Saturday, and, remarkably, we ran into the bride and groom at Heathrow and they were so happy because we really helped make their wedding a great day. How much good karma is that? I get to be a pop star. The ladies can hardly restrain themselves at the front here. I've had experiences with Mike Fab-Gere that you would not believe. I hope to play over here one day, but I've done some fantastic gigs. When I'm a pop star, it's great. When I don't want to be a pop star anymore [he begins taking off the accessories], I take off the glasses, the wig, the mustache, and I'm boring Mike Southon again, the beermat entrepreneur. 
	There's a serious point to this. We're going to talk now about the meaning of life. Start writing. Get your pens ready. For this I'm going to get Chris Fab-Gere to help me. Come on Chris, put your wig on. Now, the meaning of life has two parts only, rather like the elevator pitch. Part number one? 

Mr. West: Have as much fun as you can. 

Mr. Southon: Right. Have as much fun as you can. If you're not having fun, what on earth are you doing? What's more fun than starting up a business with cool people doing neat stuff? Hover boards, whatever. Being an entrepreneur is the best possible fun you can have. It’s hard work, but it's really, really good fun.
	So, have as much fun as you can. If you're not having fun, get a wig and have some fun. 
	And part two?

Mr. West: Spread some good karma.

Mr. Southon: Spread some good karma. What is that about? It's about happy employees and happy customers. What better karma is there? Have as much fun as you can and spread some good karma. 
	The final bit of advice from Sir Campbell Fraser is: “Watch the cash, laddy.”
	And that's it. That's the meaning of life, have fun, be entrepreneurial. 
	We hope you've enjoyed our talk. We are the beermat entrepreneurs. I'm Mike Southon.

Mr. West: I'm Chris West. 

Mr. Southon: Thank you very much. 


the audience: q&a

Ms. MacPherson: Thank you very much, guys — Don't put that wig on me!— We have time for a few questions which we can take from the microphones in the audience. 

Audience Member: When you start out with the entrepreneur and the cornerstones, you say everybody is equal and they have a 20% share. Is somebody in charge? 

Mr. Southon: Yes, Peter Griffiths was in charge of The Instruction Set because he was the intellectual champion. He wasn't right about everything, but he was right about most things. People are in charge in different areas. If there was a sales issue, I was in charge. 

Audience Member: But is there a chief to the company? 

Mr. Southon: It will happen naturally.

Mr. West: It tends to be that the entrepreneur remains the chief because he or she is the person who has the vision, who guides things. 

Audience Member: How do you handle the cornerstones when I'm the chief? We're all equal partners, but what I say goes. 

Mr. West: No, that's not what leadership is in small business. Once the entrepreneur starts saying, “What I say goes,” they're in trouble, because entrepreneurs aren't always right. The point about the cornerstones—finance, sales, delivery, and technical cornerstones—is that they're there to argue against that and say, “No, that's wrong.” The point about having five people is that you will reach a consensus. If people get out of line and start having odd ideas that aren't right, the others can heave them back into line. That is the point. The entrepreneur isn't always right, and the whole point about having the cornerstones there is to prevent the entrepreneur from hijacking the organization and sending it in the wrong direction, which can happen. 

Audience Member: But without a company leader, you're spending a lot of time discussing and going over decisions and things like that—who's in charge, who's right and who's wrong, whatever. Without someone providing leadership for the vision, you're really kind of spinning your wheels. 

Mr. Southon: Let me tell you what happened at The Instruction Set. Someone would say, “Why don't we do courses in OS2?” The technical guys would have a discussion about the merits, then they would say to me, “Mike, can we sell this?” I said, “I don't know. Let me have a look.” I sort of pulled rank on sales, somebody else pulled rank on what should the course look like, Pete had the vision, and we formed a consensus. We didn't have to discuss every decision, it had to be voted on. Most run of the mill decisions that were made were done by somebody else. I wasn't even there. I was out of the building. I would only be called up to ask what color photocopier we were going to get. If it was something like whether we should we take on some more staff, it would be a matter of, “Mike, can we sell any more? What's the revenue looking like? What are the customers saying? What sort of people? Do we know anybody?” A consensus was formed on the sensible decisions, but it will really focus your mind giving away 20% of your company to a cornerstone. That's why they're good people. 


Audience Member: You said focus on revenue and profitability from day one. If your intent is to build a product, how can you sell it if you haven't built it yet? 

Mr. Southon: Yes, of course. The question we always get asked is, “The beermat is all very well, but we're about to invent a cancer drug and it's going to cost half a billion to do.” Obviously, that's a tough one, but any product, in my view, also has a service element. Let's say that you're going to make a widget and it's going to take a bit of money to make it. You're telling me, the sales cornerstone, that you're going to do a revolutionary widget. That sounds cool. Let me ask this gentleman, he's head of purchasing at Widgets Unlimited, “If we have this widget, would you be interested?” He says, “Yes, but we're very skeptical.”
	Say, “We'll do a little consultancy for you. We'll write a report about how this widget is going to be better than anything else and we'll bring you an example.” Just knock one out, a quick, easy one. If this guy will pay for the consultancy even before we have the product, it is looking good. But maybe he says, “Well, you do what you like, but we'll never buy it.” See, a lot of product companies make the mistake of building the product, putting too many features in it, then going to him and discovering at the end of the day he didn't want to buy it. 
	Adopt a service element. “Why don't we train this guy in how to do better widgets?” Offer the service element, which is hard for a product company to do, to test the market first. You're forming a relationship with the customer and you're beginning to understand what his needs are, what the business is about, where widgets would fit in, and what he might pay for them as consultancy work. Try services first if you can. 


Audience Member: You talked about the entrepreneur’s decision to stay on or not at the 25-person point, but mostly about their leaving. Can you offer any strategies if you want to stay with the company? How do you need to adapt? Is there any point at which you can say that you've safely gotten over the hump? 

Mr. Southon: The first thing we advise for the entrepreneur is that if you still want to be involved, great, but you have to let a lot of stuff go. Let managers do stuff and do not meddle. I left the company once when the entrepreneur kept meddling in sales, retargeted all my salespeople without telling me. I said, “Why buy a dog and bark yourself?” I left.
	Anyway, the entrepreneur has to let all this stuff go. Maybe they start a Skunk Works for that fantastic new product, put it in the building next door, put a skull and cross bones on it, and keep your key team. Let's say you're the entrepreneur. Take them with you, your little tiger team who invented the Macintosh and grow it that way. Still be the charismatic founder who wanders around charming everybody: “I was there at the beginning, It's great for all you new people. I don't know your names, but I don't care, I love you anyway. I'm in the Skunk Works.” Still produce that leadership stuff but don't get meddling in things, like why are we spending this on that and why have we got this paper and not the other one. Let stuff go. 
	I guess you'll get humps all the way up. People who grow companies past 50, 100, 200, there's definite stages in there.

Mr. West: One hundred and fifty.

Mr. Southon: One hundred and fifty is a bit of a magic number as well. There's a lot of organizational theory on this. We're not experts on larger companies, we're startup people. I think you'll find people who have more expertise than us in growing that, but we loved The Instruction Set at 150 people. That went really well. I wasn't head of sales anymore. I had a sales manager and he was excellent. I was head of technology development and I was the guy who went off and brought in new sales from who knows where. I was really happy. I had no responsibilities other than bringing in revenue. When I stopped bringing in revenue, if they had quietly stopped paying me and said, “Just sit in the corner and don't get in the way,” I would have been happy, probably. 
	But it's a tough one for the entrepreneur, realizing from day one that one day you're going to have to move aside or maybe out. If you pull some of the tricks that Chris was saying, being difficult and calling up customers randomly, then you have to go. They have to be fired. It's a tough one. 


Audience Member: Can an entrepreneur be a cornerstone functionally as well? 

Mr. Southon: It's possible, yes. 

Audience Member: I think they have to be.

Mr. West: Yes, I think so. Yes, I'm sure. 

Mr. Southon: Entrepreneurs tend to be one of two things, technical people who have a great idea for a widget, or a salesperson who has been to yet another sales visit and says, “If only we had green widgets. We don't make green widgets.” Use their sales or technical background, and, yes, I think they can be cornerstones.

Mr. West: I think they can be, but, even if you are a sales-driven entrepreneur, it still might be a good idea to have a sales cornerstone there to do the basic work because entrepreneurs are always going all over the place. The point about cornerstones is that they stick to their job. Even if you are a salesperson who is good at sales and has the idea and is driving the company, you're not always available to do sales. You're still going to need somebody who is charismatic, who is good, who loves the company, and who's really involved to spearhead the sales on a day-to-day basis. I think it's usually better to have somebody doubling you who is doing that stuff every day, all the time. 
	Initially, of course, you may well have to double up and do things because small businesses are like that. Everybody has to do a bit of everything, but it's something to aim for, having that setup where there is the entrepreneur and the cornerstones around him or her.


Audience Member: Once you've written your elevator pitch, what's more important, a business plan, a slide presentation explaining your business in more depth, or something else ?

Mr. Southon: Something else. A customer. 

Mr. West: No, the answer is a person telling it to another person. The old story of sales is that people buy from people. They don't buy from slide shows or business plans; they buy from you because you're a person. That's what you need. You need somebody selling for you who says, “That is a great idea and I know who's going to buy it. I'm going and doing that.”


Audience Member: The sales cornerstone would also be someone who, once you have them on board, would go out and find your angel funding if that's necessary?

Mr. West: Well, they would be good at that because they're good negotiators. The entrepreneur and the finance cornerstone should be doing that as well. It's a team effort, I think, finding the funding. The entrepreneur will have the overview and will be the person wheeled into the angel, but, ultimately, the debate with the angel should be with the finance cornerstone. Although we say that there is a fun aspect, there's also a financial aspect, and you need somebody with whom you can talk spreadsheets. But before you start thinking about the funding, you need to have customers expressing interest. What you need once you've got the elevator pitch is a man or a woman who goes out and tells people, “This is brilliant.” That's the next thing you need.

Mr. Southon: How many people here have an MBA? Right. We were a bit rude about MBAs as well, so hopefully we won't be torn to shreds. It's a natural thing for MBAs to write business plans. Later on, you'll need somebody to do that, write it down and make sense out of it. We advocate the beermat business plan early on, which is a simple: Does this make sense or not? 
	I'll tell the story of a real entrepreneur that we're working with in the UK. This is a classic story. He's a guy that comes out of South Point University. He's an inventor, an ex-truck driver and mechanic. He's invented a mirror for trucks which removes the blind spot, thus reducing accidents at low levels. He already had a large supermarket chain interested in the product. He asked to see us and, because he had a first customer, we said, “I'm sure we can help you.” We actually met him in the pub, bizarrely, because we were busy launching the book. So, there he is buying beer and he's talking about this idea. We said, “We don't know anything about mirrors, but it sounds like a good idea to us. You're speaking to this large supermarket group. Are you speaking—and this was my stroke of genius after two pints—are you speaking to the people in insurance in this company?”
	He said, “That's brilliant!” and he bought more drinks. I thought, “Great, I'm clearly a genius.”
	He set up a meeting with the head of insurance for the supermarket group. I just asked the guy, “How much of a problem is it, these low level accidents with these truck mirrors?” He said, “We factor in about $600 per vehicle per year for this kind of accident.”
	I said to Jason, the entrepreneur, “How much to knock these up in your basement?”
	He said, “Three hundred bucks.”
	I said, “We're on.”
	That was the beermat business plan. We haven't gotten into what is the market for mirrors and how much can we manufacture them for in Korea, nothing like that, just a simple deal to be done written on a beermat. 
	I said to this chief buyer at the supermarket chain, “So, do you like the mirrors? Do you want to do this deal?” There's a depot manager who said, “Yes, how much money do you want?”
	I thought of a ridiculous amount, “$300,000.”
	He said, “Are you mad?”
	I said, “Yeah, I'm Mike Fab-Gere. How much money could you spend realistically and not get fired?”
	He said, “$15,000.”
	I said, “Done. We'll have $15,000.”
	We called it 10 mirrors at so much and so much consultancy, and let's see if they work. He's testing them next week. If these 10 mirrors work, this company will buy 100, then 1,000, then who knows. Then, obviously, every other trucking company will buy them. If they don't work, it’s back to the pub, get another beermat out. 
	This guy has not got premises. He's got a bit of government grant money and we're applying the beermat test, but it passed the beermat sales test. I spent an hour with this chap from the supermarket chain. It was clearly a win/win. I didn't need to write a business plan or produce any slides to get a customer. 


Audience Member: You haven't mentioned marketing at all. Has the dotcom era convinced you of anything there?

Mr. Southon: Marketing. Well, let me talk about marketing. I'm a big expert in sales. Often, when I'm working in the US, people say I work in marketing when they mean sales. I'm a salesperson so I hate people from marketing. All you do is write brochures all day; you don't go out there selling. Blah, blah, blah. Of course, there's a great place for marketing. It's a hugely important and valuable skill a little bit later. You probably don't need marketing in a startup company under 50 people, I'd say. 

Mr. West: No, no. There are two basic functions of marketing, as far as I can see. One is strategic marketing. The entrepreneur should have a feel for that. If he or she hasn't got that feel, you've got a serious problem and no amount of market reports will solve that. The other function is communication with clients, and that is on a person-to-person basis. People buy from people, and coming in with a brochure is no substitute for a person coming in and saying, “I believe in this.” The ideal pitch to any company, of course, is that this is going to save you a million dollars. You've got people's attention when you say that, and you don't need a brochure to say it. So, marketing is great. I've worked in marketing, I like it and I like marketing people, but it is big companies who really need marketing. I think small companies don't need it. They need a vision of the product and its role in solving a problem for a selection of people, which is a strategic aspect. It needs people talking about the product who are enthusiastic and really know what they're doing. 

Mr. Southon: Are you a marketing person? 

Audience Member: No. 

Mr. Southon: Oh, thank God for that. Does that answer your question, ma'am? Actually, there's a very good example of marketing, which is the Morgan Lewis brochure. Where are you, Dean or David? Have you got a Morgan Lewis brochure? Bring a brochure over. We'll show you a good brochure. It's the same color as the Beermat book.

Mr. West: Talking about marketing, the role of advisors in the company is interesting. A lot of people get consultants in too early and things like that. With a law firm—Morgan Lewis sponsored us today, so we're going to say nice things about them—there are very important things that law firms can do for small businesses. If you do have to get funding, for Heaven's sake, get a proper law firm, a big law firm on your side. They'll do deals so that you don't have to charge the same sort of money that they charge Exxon. Get a big law firm on your side if you're going to go near one of these venture capitalists. We say don't, but you may find yourself doing so. Don't go there on your own, Get a big firm behind you, somebody who can outstare the venture capitalists.
	One of the problems entrepreneurs have with VCs is that there's an imbalance in negotiating skills and needs. The entrepreneur is normally desperate for money and is not as good a negotiator as he or she thinks. The VC has got money coming out of his or her ears and is a mean bastard at negotiating. Get a lawyer, a hard-nosed lawyer in there on your side, and the deal will be very, very different. There are very nasty things VCs can put in contracts, and suddenly you've got none of your company left because you were 1% short of your sales target for October and they've taken the whole company over. A good lawyer will prevent that. 

Mr. Southon: I'll save you some money. Everybody thinks they should have a brochure. A law firm has to have one to be credible and they can afford to buy one of these things. None of you startups need anything like this now. Any salespeople who say they need a brochure before they can go out and sell, they need a smack, in my view. Maybe one page you can just do off a laser printer if you want to leave them with something. And don't spend a fortune on your website early on. Just something that explains what you do, no Flash or any of that nonsense. A simple website that explains what you do, contact numbers, details, an email address. You don't even need a brochure. 
	The first document you will write will be what we call a white paper, which is a description of what happened in the first sale. It has two functions. One is to work out whether you ever want to do it again. It's the story of what happened when you did your first sale and was it profitable? Was it a good idea? Second, it's something you can leave with the customer, which is a technical description of what you did. It's paper, just a bunch of text and a couple of diagrams. You don't need to spend money unless you're a large law firm.


Audience Member: I've invented a safety product that has generated a lot of interest from many organizations. How do you approach an OEM to sell your product to them? 

Mr. Southon: That's a very good point. Strategic partnerships, or an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) in this case, can be a great sales channel for you early on when you've got the infrastructure. For that mirror, it could be an OEM to sell to other truck people. Go into an OEM with a great customer story. A lot of interest from potential customers is okay, I would prefer a lot of interest from a customer, singular, who coughed up some money for it and is a good reference for the OEM. The OEM is thinking, “You sold a mirror to the accountants; we can sell it to all the accountants because that's what we do.” Go in there with good customer stories. 

Mr. West: Especially when that interest takes the form of a little piece of paper with a signature and some numbers written on it. That's the sort of interest you want. Then you can go to the OEM and say, “Look, we've got something you people want.” The problem with a lot of marketing and all that sort of stuff is people will always say it sounds great, but will they cough up money for it? That is the magic test.

Mr. Southon: A quick question. How many of you have actually got revenue? Hands up. Keep your hands up. How many of you framed your first check and put it on the wall? 

Mr. West: Well done, sir. Very good. Somebody did. Excellent.

Mr. Southon: It's such a great day having that first check up there, whatever it was. That's celebrating success, which is something else we talk about in the book. It's like sports teams when they score a goal, they all go around kissing each other, don't they? They're celebrating. They're taught that they have to do it. Part of that is, and this is one of the tips in the book, framing your first check. Have you got photos of all your early employees with their employee numbers on them? I love doing that. In every company I've joined,  I've done that. That's been my main job apart from selling. Take a photo of everybody and put their names up. Employee number one, employee number two, employee number three. This is great team-building stuff. It's the lifeblood of an entrepreneur.

Ms. MacPherson: Let’s all thank Mike and Chris for being with us this afternoon. I think there's a lot of practical advice in what we heard, and also a lot of controversy. I might take exception to a few things, but I think we will continue that conversation. Thanks to all of you for coming. 



